inspired learn ng

INSPIRE. EMPOWER. ACHIEVE.
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Foreword
It’s great to see a school board capture and commit to a
powerful learning agenda for all of its schools. Inspired
Learning builds its vision around three interrelated
components: core skills (for literacy and numeracy) and
the 6Cs global competencies (character, citizenship,
collaboration, communication, creativity and critical
thinking) as they relate to the big ideas of the curriculum.
In this document you will see several examples of RCDSB students
MICHAEL FULLAN
and staff actively embracing the ideas, skills and competencies
as they go about learning. We are excited to work with the board
as it implements this powerful vision across its schools. We see the power in this agenda
as educators and students discover, embrace and further the two uplifting themes of deep
learning: “good at learning and good at life,” and “engage the world change the world.”
It is also uplifting to see RCDSB collaborate with us and with educators around the
world to learn from each other and improve the futures of so many thousands of
young people. Never has “inspired learning” been more important for the future of
the planet. We look forward to helping to implement this crucial agenda, which is
critical for every student in the RCDSB, and for the collective good of society.
Michael Fullan, Global Leadership Director
New Pedagogies for Deep Learning, michaelfullan.ca
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Introduction
It is a pleasure and a privilege to introduce to you our
framework for learning as a cornerstone of the District’s
strategic planning process, Inspired Learning.
Focused directly on the ever-evolving nature of healthy, vibrant
teaching and learning environments across our system, the
document provides an overview of learning that is truly inspired.
The key components described herein — core skills related to literacy
and numeracy; global competencies of character, citizenship,
PINO BUFFONE
collaboration, communication, creativity and critical thinking;
and big ideas of the curriculum — form a dynamic interplay
that will surely empower our students and staff towards the achievement of success.
Surrounded by essential elements of well-being, equity and inclusion, where both
students and staff feel a strong sense of belonging and see themselves in the teaching
and learning that takes place each and every day in our schools, the framework
for learning serves as a springboard for further practice and reflection.
My sincerest thanks to all stakeholders who contributed their time and effort, ideas and
perspectives in the creation of this foundational document for our system, including staff in schools
and central departments. Special thanks to Superintendent Steve Blok, as well as Superintendents
Jacqueline Poirier and Renald Cousineau, System Principals Shelley Gagne, Jenny Smith and Pete
Burnette, and TELT-Cs Oliver Gallery, Jonathan Pratt and Mike Brohart for their leadership and
perseverance in seeing this endeavour through to fruition. I would also like to extend my gratitude
to Beth Kennedy for her dedication and support in the creation of this exceptional resource.
Looking forward to taking part in the learning journey with all of you!
Pino Buffone, Director of Education
Renfrew County District School Board
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In a rapidly-changing world, the RCDSB continues to
adapt, evolve and innovate in order to best serve the
needs of our students and inspire them to engage in an
exciting future.
This requires us to empower our students with a
foundation in big ideas, core skills, emerging global
competencies and a positive sense of well-being.
As global citizens, our students are encouraged to be
lifelong learners who will continue to achieve in order to
reach their fullest potential.

Inspired Learning connects all stakeholders — students,
staff and school communities — to the learning process
where curiosity, creativity, imagination and innovation
are celebrated and where students are engaged to
explore and discover their own pathways to success.

My passion project was coding. My goal was
to push the limits and create something new.
I showed thinking outside the box.”
— GRADE 6 STUDENT
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Learning that is “inspired” provides opportunities and
experiences which are authentic, relevant, innovative
and engaging. In designing inspired learning, we
consider our approach to teaching and assessment,
spaces in which learning occurs, the partnerships which
are established and how we embrace technology.

Students become much more engaged when
it is their initiative, their ideas and their ability
to make a change in the future of their world.”
— EDUCATOR
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Well-being, equity and inclusion
The climate and culture of the school environment
has an important impact on our sense of belonging
and overall mental health and well-being.
For inspired learning to occur, we need to feel
a strong sense of belonging and feel safe to ask
questions, take risks and make mistakes.
Our inclusive learning spaces allow everyone to see themselves
in the learning and feel that their voice is heard and valued.
RCDSB supports everyone upon their own pathway,
focusing on building positive relationships with
all members of our school communities.

What do all students need at school?
A warm welcome. A smile.
A connection to a caring adult, everyday.
A chance to learn. A safe place to risk.
Someone who notices when something is wrong.
Someone who reaches out when they notice.
Someone who listens and tries to find help for them.
Someone who believes in them and instills hope.
Dr. Kathy Short, School Mental Health ASSIST Director
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mind
body
heart
spirit
The brain is a social organ.
We have an innate instinct to connect
and help each other. Neuroscience is
showing us that a sense of belonging
plays a huge role in learning and
protection against stress.

I liked having choices
of what we learned and
how we did it because
it’s easier and fun.”
— GRADE 7 STUDENT

1

Students need to feel safe —
emotionally, physically,
socially and mentally.

2

Students need to feel significant —
that they are worthy and their
ideas are worth listening to.

3

Students need to feel a sense of
purpose, knowing why they are
here and that their contributions
can make an impact.

What We Know About Well-being:
Connections to Deep Learning, How the
work of Jean Clinton and Stephen de Groot
dovetails with Deep Learning
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What are the core skills and why do they matter?
The core skills are the building blocks that form the foundation of this Inspired
Learning. These skills include a strong basis in literacy and numeracy that
learners must continue developing to help them both now and in the future.
Modern learners need to be multi-literate. They need to be able to understand
and make sense of traditional media, like books and magazines but also new
digital media, including websites, apps, online videos and social media.
We continue to be exposed to new forms of communication and information.
As our online world evolves, students will use these core skills as they adapt,
grow and learn in the future. Everyone needs to be able to analyze and interact
with others on these existing and new platforms safely, responsibly and with a
critical eye. Students need to be able to determine what may be true and what
may not be. Students also need to be able to convey their own thoughts and
understand the opinions and ideas of others in written, oral and digital forms.
Because technology has
increased the intensity
and complexity of literate
environments, the 21st century
demands that a literate
person possess a wide range
of abilities and competencies,
many literacies.
National Council of Teachers of
English, CAPACITY BUILDING K–12,
Literacy for a Connected World
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Students need a strong foundation in numeracy to prepare them for success
and to ensure that they have a set of essential skills for employment and
responsible citizenship in the future. This foundation includes being fluent
with numbers, seeing patterns and relationships and solving real-life problems
through reasoning and connecting. Our classrooms promote productive
struggle through supported investigation that allows students to develop
this foundation, but also perseverance and confidence as learners.
These core skills help everyone to engage as lifelong learners. They are important
fundamental skills that are needed to help us navigate and flourish as global citizens.

Low levels of numeracy are linked
to unemployment, lower wages and
poor health. By transforming Canada’s
numeracy skills, individuals will be
able to improve their quality of life and
make well-informed personal choices.
Big Idea: A Canada-wide Transformation of
Numeracy Skills
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Core skills in the RCDSB
Literacy
• Engages in authentic tasks related to oral communication,
reading, writing and media literacy to construct an
understanding of self, others, and the world around them
• Develops an understanding of vocabulary and language conventions
(spelling, grammar and punctuation) through exposure to rich texts in
order to critically interpret meaning and appreciate diverse perspectives
• Accesses and uses resources thoughtfully, including emerging
technologies, in support of learning goals established across the
curriculum, in all grades and disciplines/subject areas
Literacy is about more than
reading or writing — it is about
how we communicate in society.
It is about social practices and
relationships, about knowledge,
language and culture. Those
who use literacy take it for
granted — but those who cannot
use it are excluded from much
communication in today’s world.
Indeed, it is the excluded who
can best appreciate the notion of
‘literacy as freedom.’
UNESCO, Statement for the United
Nations Literacy Decade
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Numeracy
• Develops conceptual understanding of the ideas in mathematics in
order to apply knowledge in real-life contexts that are meaningful
and relevant to self, others and the world around them
• Applies basic facts and operational skills effectively and efficiently in
order to develop an appreciation, awareness and understanding of the
‘reasonableness’ of a solution in all grades and disciplines/subject areas
• Strengthens learning and procedural fluency through authentic problem
solving tasks and purposeful practice which include the use of manipulatives
and a variety of print or digital materials and tools to support student learning
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What are global competencies and why do they matter?
The global competencies play a crucial role in the development of inspired
learning. There is a growing consensus that many of these soft skills are not
only important today, but will become increasingly important in the future.
We live in a time of great technological, social and cultural change. This period is
characterized by rapid advancements in disruptive technologies such as: artificial
intelligence, robotics, the Internet of things, biotechnology and quantum computing,
to name a few. Our students will need the skills to navigate and understand the
implications of these changes in order to be the ethical decision-makers of the future.
The global competencies reflect a set of soft skills that are important for
students to develop as they become engaged in increasingly diverse societies.
While there is a lot of similarity and agreement in organizations as to what
these global competencies are, we have defined them as the following:
Communication

The Economist published a
study (2015) in which they asked
business leaders which skills
they felt were most critical for
their employees to possess
today. The top skills were:
problem-solving, team work,
communication, critical thinking,
creativity and leadership.
Driving the skills agenda:
Preparing students for the future

Citizenship
Creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship
Character
Collaboration
Critical thinking and problem-solving

42%

OF THE
CANADIAN
LABOUR FORCE

is at a high risk of being
affected by automation in
the next decade or two
The Talented Mr. Robot

We produced the live feed for OFSAA by using the Switcher App
that allowed the video to be live streamed on YouTube. I was able to
collaborate with many people… it’s really opened up my eyes to pursue
a career in broadcasting, so thank you!”
— GRADE 12 STUDENT
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NEARLY

Connectivity, societal changes
and the global dynamic are all
forces for change in schools
and learning.
The world is becoming more complex
and the days of set knowledge and
accomplishment based on memorizing
content are over. We need students who
possess a set of Global Competencies
that enable them to be creative problem
solvers who can collaborate effectively
and pursue leadership for action.
A recent article, “The Skills Companies
Need Most in 2019,” cited a need for
job seekers to have increasingly
complex technical competency, a
deep understanding of analytics,
perspicuous problem-solving skills
and strong interpersonal abilities.
These Global Competencies need to
be explicitly developed in students to
prepare them for changes taking place
now on an international scale.
Dive into Deep Learning: Tools for Engagement

The Fourth Industrial Revolution
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Social and emotional skills,
such as empathy and respect for
others, are becoming essential
as classrooms and workplaces
become more diverse.
In Brief — Skills for 2030

Focusing on the global
competencies has helped me
move from an academicallydriven classroom to a studentdriven classroom. Students are
more engaged in their own
learning process. They pause to
reflect on themselves as learners
and apply the next steps in
the continuums to continue to
grow and develop. Without the
foundation in these competencies,
the learning loses purpose. With
this as the focus, students see the
‘why’ of what they are doing.”
— EDUCATOR
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Global competencies in the RCDSB
Communication
• Considers audience and purpose, listens deeply for understanding
• Reflects on feedback
• Uses various means: oral, written, digital
Citizenship
• Commits to local, national and global perspectives
• Understands diverse values and points of view
• Uses compassion and kindness while making decisions to solve problems
Creativity, Innovation and Entrepreneurship
• Enhances curiosity through the ability to ask the right questions
• Demonstrates flexibility by adapting new ideas and designing new solutions
• Takes calculated risks
Character
• Exhibits a growth mindset, resilience and perseverance
• Possesses confidence and independence
• Models kindness and honesty
Collaboration
• Participates actively and manages team dynamics
• Builds on the ideas of others and has empathy for others
• Establishes trust, dependability and positive relationships
Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
• Demonstrates the ability to be adaptable and flexible
• Evaluates information and sees patterns and relationships
• Applies new knowledge in a variety of contexts

92%
OF RECRUITERS SAY
SOFT SKILLS MATTER
AS MUCH, OR MORE
THAN, HARD SKILLS
RBC Bridging the Gap
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Key components of inspired learning
Inspired learning focuses on exploring the big ideas of the curriculum, building core
skills and fostering global competencies. In planning for inspired learning, these
components and the relationships between them are the primary considerations.

Big ideas, core skills and the global competencies
The big ideas of the Ontario curriculum are the key concepts that we want
students to take away, to apply to future learning and to draw upon throughout
their lives. There are also core skills related to literacy and numeracy that we
believe are critical for our students to achieve. As learning happens, teachers
are always mindful of these big Ideas and core skills and ensure experiences
are always moving our students towards these enduring understandings.

Education systems need to
provide students with hands-on
learning that mirrors real-world
problems and work opportunities
in an interdisciplinary way.
Driving the skills agenda: Preparing
students for the future

In addition to the big ideas and core skills, the RCDSB recognizes that
an explicit focus on the development of global competencies enables
students to become change agents and difference makers. Through
the emphasis and development of these competencies in explicit and
intentional ways, students engage in the creation and discovery of new
knowledge and apply this new knowledge to solve problems that matter.

How do they work together?
It is through intentional and simultaneous inclusion of the global competencies with
the learning related to the big ideas and core skills, that students develop a meaningful
understanding of these components that can be transferred to new learning or
situations. The interplay between these components deepens the learning of each.

We’re not just worrying about the problems‚ we’re doing things.”
—  GRADE 3 STUDENT
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When I got to watch the video of
the kid from that other school
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Designing inspired learning
Designing learning that is inspired requires careful consideration of a number of
elements, including: teaching approaches and learning environments, learning
partners and embracing technology, as well as assessment and evaluation.

Thinking about teaching approaches
Teaching approaches are the strategies considered by educators to ensure
learning develops understanding of big ideas, core skills and global
competencies in ways that are meaningful, relevant and responsive to
student strengths, needs and interests. They are also the strategies used
to ensure everyone feels welcomed and has a safe place to learn.
IN PRACTICE

Our best learning is authentic, meaningful and engaging with a variety of learning
opportunities. Using a combination of current teaching strategies and models
that are timely and appropriate for the context, RCDSB educators create the
conditions for effective instruction. Learning outcomes are clearly defined and
should be constructed while including the voices of all learning partners.

Thinking about learning environments
It’s always incredible to
see kids move out of the
classroom, to see them
open their eyes to the world
around them and start to
think about their place in it.”
— Patricia Boal, Co-Anchor — CTV News
at Six and Community Learning Partner
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Learning environments are spaces that exist wherever learning and relationships
occur. To create the modern learning environment, educators consider factors
that influence the physical space, virtual space and social-emotional climate.
IN PRACTICE

Our physical and digital learning environments are dynamic and set the
stage for a positive climate and culture where students’ ideas, questions
and voices are valued and supported. RCDSB educators consider the
strengths and needs of all learners to ensure learning is interactive, engaging
and personalized where creativity and innovation can flourish.

Learning is not limited by the physical classrooms. Teaching and learning
environments extend to the natural, digital and real world to provide
multi-dimensional spaces that allow students quiet space for reflection
and active spaces to explore, discover and collaborate. Educators in the
RCDSB take advantage of our proximity to naturally rich outdoor spaces
to extend and promote new learning beyond the classroom walls.

It’s so cool to have time at
school to work on projects
that are all about what
I’m really interested in.”
— GRADE 4 STUDENT

The authentic and purposeful
projects have my son more
engaged in learning and
making his own attempts to
link the curriculum with realworld events/problems… I have
seen my son’s self esteem
skyrocket this year. The learning
environment has allowed him
to flourish in a way that he had
yet to achieve scholastically.”
— PARENT
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Thinking about learning partners
`Picking up garbage used to
be a competition of who could
collect the most waste around
town. This year, there isn’t even
enough garbage to have a
competition. Things are definitely
changing in our town!”
— GRADE 4 STUDENT

Embracing the idea of reaching
out to a wide range of learning
partners transformed my teaching
and the culture of learning in
my classroom. Making strong
connections with parents and
those in the community allowed
my students to learn beyond the
four walls of the classroom and
to authentically engage and see
purpose in their learning. This was
exciting for them and for myself!”
— EDUCATOR
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Learning partnerships are the relationships between and among students,
educators, families and members of our communities that are developed
in support of the creation and sharing of knowledge and skills.
IN PRACTICE

Our classrooms have partnerships existing within schools and between
and among educators, students, parents and community members. These
partnerships are mutually beneficial for all, with goals and expectations that
are transparent and lead to equity of opportunity for students. We recognize
that new partnerships have the potential to reframe learning by connecting
learners to authentic opportunities locally, nationally and globally.
Our students are developing meaningful relationships, learning how to learn
and finding motivation through their developing interests and situational
needs. Our educators embrace their new role in this culture of collaboration
and curiosity by establishing meaningful connections and partnerships.

Thinking about how we embrace technology
Digital technologies are used to make new connections, accelerate, facilitate
and deepen learning while establishing equity of opportunity for all learners.
IN PRACTICE

Our teachers effectively use digital technologies to empower students to
take control of their own learning, to be creative and to communicate their
learning more effectively. Digital technologies allow for personal connections
that lead to deeper learning partnerships by connecting students within and
beyond the walls of the classroom. Digital tools and platforms are providing an
authentic, engaging, meaningful and modern way to redefine learning tasks
and connect the classroom in ways that would not otherwise be possible.
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Thinking about assessment and evaluation

Assessments Used to
Measure Deeper Learning
Blog post
Conversation
Drawing
Essay
Exhibition
Experiment
Game
Graphic organizer (e.g. Venn diagram)
Interview
Journal entry
Map (conceptual, geographic, etc.)
Movie-making
Observation
Oral/written presentation
Peer assessment
Play
Project
Reflection
Self-assessment
Storytelling
Test
Website development
Worksheet
Writing piece (creative, persuasive,
procedural, etc.)
Deep Learning Lab, Joanne McEachen,
CEO and Founder — The Learner First
and Global New Measures Director for
New Pedagogies for Deep Learning
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Inspired learning creates the context where students may be engaged in
experiential learning opportunities, simulations or project-based learning, working
in teams or even outside of the traditional school setting. This means students
may be working differently than they did in the past. As a result, we need to use
assessment practices that allow us to capture students’ learning in action.
T R I A N G U L AT I O N

Conversations, observations and demonstrations/products (triangulation)
play a critical role in the way we understand student learning and
how we provide descriptive feedback that deepens learning.
IN PRACTICE

Our conversations with and between students are an important part of
understanding a students’ thinking and depth of knowledge. These conversations
can also push us to challenge our thinking and understanding of their learning.
Observations allow teachers to notice and respond to how students are working,
whether they grasp a concept or are struggling with it. Products are what
students create to demonstrate their learning. Teachers use the information
collected from these three sources as evidence of student learning.

Assessment as learning focuses on the explicit fostering of students’
capacity over time to be their own best assessors, but teachers need to start
by presenting and modelling external, structured opportunities for students
to assess themselves.
Growing Success

SELF-REFLECTION

Educators support students to develop an understanding
of how they learn so they can become more independent,
autonomous learners who are able to set individual
goals, monitor their own progress, determine next
steps and reflect on their thinking and learning.
IN PRACTICE

This reflection also includes the ability to determine
reasonableness, to reflect on their ideas and progress. It’s
important for students to be able to consolidate their own
learning as this self-reflection leads to deeper learning.

Learning is a continuous journey — it’s not about
getting a grade, it’s about deepening learning.”
— JOANNE MCEACHEN, CEO AND FOUNDER — THE
LEARNER FIRST AND GLOBAL NEW MEASURES DIRECTOR
FOR NEW PEDAGOGIES FOR DEEP LEARNING

PROVEN
Teaching Approaches

EMERGING
Teaching Approaches

Research-based

Coding

Inquiry

Design thinking

Problem-based

Virtual reality

Project-based

Gaming

Experiential

Digital storytelling

Cooperative learning

Collaboration tools

Universal design

Screencasts

Dive into Deep Learning: Tools for Engagement
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Additional information and resource links
New Pedagogies for Deep
Learning: A Global Partnership
https://www.npdl.global/

https://discover.rbcroyalbank.com/
humans-wanted-canadianyouth-can-thrive-age-disruption/

People for Education — The New Basics
https://peopleforeducation.ca/
the-new-basics/

The Future of Employment:
How Susceptible are Jobs
to Computerisation?
https://www.oxfordmartin.ox.ac.uk/
downloads/academic/
The_Future_of_Employment.pdf

21st Century Competencies —
Foundation Document for Discussion
http://www.edugains.ca/
resources21CL/About21stCentury/
21CL_21stCenturyCompetencies.pdf
Framework of Global Competencies
http://www.edugains.ca/resources21CL/21stCenturyLearning/FrameworkofGlobalCompetencies_AODA.pdf
Great to Excellent — Launching the Next
Stage of Ontario’s Education Agenda
http://michaelfullan.ca/wp-content/
uploads/2016/06/13599974110.pdf
Humans Wanted: How Canadian Youth
Can Thrive in the Age of Disruption
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Global Competencies for
an Inclusive World
https://www.oecd.org/education/Global-competency-for-an-inclusive-world.pdf
The Fourth Industrial Revolution:
what it means, how to respond
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/
the-fourth-industrial-revolution-whatit-means-and-how-to-respond/
Council of Ministers of Education,
Canada Celebrating 50 years of PanCanadian Leadership in Education
https://www.cmec.ca/682/
Global_Competencies.html

Dive Into Deep Learning: Tools
for Engagement, 1st Edition
By Joanne Quinn (Author), Joanne
J. McEachen (Author), Michael
Fullan (Author), Mag Gardner
(Author), Max Drummy (Author).
Deep Learning — Engage the
World, Change the World
Fullan, 2017.
Growing Success
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/policyfunding/growsuccess.pdf
The Future of Work, OECD
Employment Outlook 2019
http://www.oecd.org/employment/Employment-Outlook-2019-Highlight-EN.pdf
What We Know About Well-being:
Connections to Deep Learning. How the
work of Jean Clinton and Stephen de
Groot dovetails with Deep Learning.
https://www.npdl.global/well-being-and-deep-learning-introduction/

Capacity Building K–12, Literacy
for a Connected World
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/
literacynumeracy/inspire/research/
CBS_LiteracyConnected.pdf
Big Idea: A Canada-wide
Transformation of Numeracy Skills
https://canada2020.ca/numeracy/
The Fourth Industrial Revolution
https://www.cadm.com/
the-fourth-industrial-revolution/
Driving the skills agenda: Preparing
students for the future
https://static.googleusercontent.
com/media/edu.google.com/en//
pdfs/skills-of-the-future-report.pdf

RBC Bridging the Gap
https://www.rbc.com/dms/enterprise/
futurelaunch/_assets-custom/pdf/RBC-19002-SolutionsWanted-04172019-Digital.pdf
In Brief — Skills for 2030
http://www.oecd.org/education/
2030-project/teaching-and-learning/
learning/skills/in_brief_Skills.pdf
UNESCO, Statement for the United
Nations Literacy Decade,
2003–2012, as cited in the Ontario Curriculum: Language, Grades 1–8, p. 3; The
Ontario Curriculum: English, Grades 9
and 10, p. 3, and the Ontario Curriculum: English, Grades 11 and 12, p.3.

The Talented Mr. Robot
https://brookfieldinstitute.ca/wp-content/
uploads/TalentedMrRobot_BIIE-1.pdf
The Future of Jobs Report 2018
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/
WEF_Future_of_Jobs_2018.pdf
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